
C��� �� K��	 

No ma�er what your business, if 

you don’t have cash to pay your 

bills, buy new stuff, or pay yourself, 

you’re nowhere. 

The biggest investment of your 

cash is your inventory. The more 

money you have �ed up in merchandise, the less you have to spend 

on everything else. 

Or conversely, your inventory is so low that sales drop because you 

don’t have what your customers want. Without sales, cash is once 

again compromised. 

Just like everything in your business, Inventory Management is exactly 

that – managing.  You have to have systems and measurements in 

place to help you manage your inventory to maximize your cash flow. 

 

S���� T���� 

Here are some important defini�ons… 

Profit – the difference between the retail price & wholesale 

cost of an item. ($10 - $5.50 = $4.50) 

Margin – Profit expressed as a percentage of the retail price  

($4.5/$10 = 45%) 

Markup – Profit expressed as a percentage of wholesale cost  

($4.5/$5.50 = 82%) 

Many retailers get these last two confused. Knowing which is which 

can help you compare apples to apples. 

We use these and other numbers to calculate formulas that help us 

understand how well we are managing our inventory. One of those 

formulas is Gross Margin Return on Inventory (GMROI) 
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G���� M��	�� R�!"�� �� I�$��!��% 

This is one of the basic measurement tools for understanding how 

well the money you are inves�ng in your inventory is doing for your 

business. 

To do the math, you need to be able to calculate three numbers…

Gross Sales, Profit Margin, and Average Inventory (at cost).   

In the example above, we are looking at sales numbers over a whole 

year. For every dollar spent on inventory, we made $2.05. 

This can be a useful formula to track which departments/categories 

are giving you a be�er return, or if it is worth doing business with a 

company. When you compare categories and vendors against the 

store average, you quickly see where you are geCng the most bang 

for your inventory buck. 

The higher your GMROI, the more produc�ve your inventory is in  

producing cash for the business. 

There are only three ways to increase GMROI… 

1. Sell more products (Gross Sales) 

2. Make more per item sold (Profit Margin) 

3. Have less products on hand. (Average Inventory) 

If the GMROI is not where you want to be, you have to accomplish at 

least one of those three goals. Be�er yet, if you can accomplish two 

out of three, you’ll see drama�c results. Improve all three and watch 

out! 
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Gross Sales   x   Profit Margin 
Average Inventory (at cost) 

=   GMROI 

$25,000  x  45% 
$5,500 

=   205% 



I�.����� G���� S��� 

This seems simple, but it really is quite complex. How do you grow 

sales without discoun�ng prices? (remember that Profit  Margin is 

part of equa�on) 

A sale isn’t the answer, unless you know you can make more Gross 

Profit Dollars (Gross Sales x Profit Margin) selling tons at a discount 

instead of a few at full retail. Instead, you need to put the spotlight on 

your products to get them to 

move. 

One way is to re-merchandise the 

goods to show them off be�er. 

Use signs and crea�ve displays to 

highlight the unique benefits. It is 

proven that signs help products 

sell be�er. 

Next, get the products out for 

demonstra�on. Nothing sells an item faster than actually using it! 

The third step to greater sales is to increase product knowledge.  

The more your staff knows your products, the more they can match 

customers with the right items.   

If you can significantly increase top-line sales without marking things 

down, your GMROI will increase and you’ll have more money. 

 

I�.����� P��2�! M��	�� 

You need to raise your prices. Yeah, that sounds counterintui�ve in 

this race to the bo�om that the big guys have been playing. 

But margin is a key to be�er cash flow. You just have to know how to 

raise prices. There are three rules to raising prices in a way that can 

actually increase your sales. They are based on viewing pricing the 

way your customer views pricing. 
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The 99 Cent Rule: 

Mark all items with the cents at 0.99. The price in-

stantly looks like a value price not full price (0.00) 

or a gimmick price (0.57). This rule builds trust 

while maximizing profit. It says you are a  

value-based retailer but don’t play games. 

The 5-10-20 Rule: 

Eliminate price points like $3.99 and $5.99.  

Change them to $4.99 and $7.99 respec�vely.  

They fit the price points under $10 that sell 

the best. The best prices between $10-$20 are 

$12.99, $14.99, $17.99 and $19.99. Use them. 

The B.O.G.G. (Bad, Okay, Good, Giveaway) Rule: 

Change any price that has the numbers  

3, 6 or 8 in the dollar column (eg $18.99, 

$26.99, $33.99) by raising them one dollar 

($19.99, $27.99, $34.99).  The prices will 

look be�er, you’ll sell more, and you’ll 

have a higher profit margin. 

(For a complete F��� eBook on why 

these pricing rules work and how to  

fully implement them, go to www.PhilsForum.com, click on 

“Freebies” and download “Pricing for Profit”) 

 

D�.����� A$���	� I�$��!��% 

This is the trickiest of all. You have to find a perfect balance between 

having too li�le merchandise to make a sale and having so much  

inventory that you don’t have the cash to pay your bills. 

The “perfect” inventory, if one were to exist, would be enough goods to 
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make the store look full and fulfill every customers’ needs today, 

without having more than a week’s supply on hand. 

That isn’t realis�c for an independent retailer. 

But there are ways to decrease your average inventory, including  

using Open-to-Buy systems and following some simple rules with each 

and every order. 

 

H�B M".� �� T�� M".�? 

The first and hardest decision about  

inventory is deciding how much to have.  

What is a comfortable inventory level?   

Do you base it on what it takes to make the store look full? That’s  

not a bad idea. An overstuffed store looks crowded, clu�ered and  

uninvi�ng. A sparsely filled store looks boring and uninspiring. 

Do you base it on how much you need to order to get the best  

discounts? Free Freight and Extended Da�ng are en�cing, but not  

always the smartest use of your cash. 

Do you base it on mathema�cal formulas such as Dollars per Square 

Foot or Inventory Turn Ra�os? These 

make a li�le more sense because they 

are easier to measure and manage. 

The easiest of these to measure is  

Inventory Turn Ra�o. 

 

I�$��!��% T"�� R�!�� 

This tool is specifically designed to help you determine how much  

inventory you should have on average. 

The Turn Ra�o basically tells you how oRen you turn over or sell 

through your en�re inventory in a year.  The formula looks like this: 
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The more you turn over or sell through your inventory, the higher 

your turn ra�o. The higher your turn ra�o, the higher your GMROI. 

If you don’t have a good Turn Ra�o, you can use this formula in  

reverse to find the Average Inventory that would help. Simply divide 

your Cost of Goods Sold by the Turn Ra�o you want. Most retailers 

look for at least 3 turns or more. This will give you an Average  

Inventory to shoot for. 

(Note: Your inventory levels fluctuate. Average Inventory is just a 

star�ng point. Plan to have less inventory in your slower months,  

more in peak months.) 

Once you know the inventory levels that you want, you need a plan 

for keeping your inventory around that level. One way to manage 

your inventory is an Open-to-Buy Plan 

 

O���-!�-B"% 

This system is a mathema�cal  

formula that tells you  exactly  

how much merchandise you should 

receive for any given period of �me 

The math is considered challenging 

at best, and absolutely mys�fying at 

worst.   

But it really isn’t. It is addi�on and 

subtrac�on with a li�le forecas�ng 

thrown in for good measure.  

Best of all, you only have to know three numbers... 
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Expected Sales (at retail) – how much do you expect to sell for the 

month? (This is the first part of  forecas�ng) 

Ending Inventory (at retail) – how much inventory do you want to 

have at the end of the month (or you could think of it as how much do 

you want next month’s beginning inventory to be?) 

Beginning Inventory (at retail) – how much inventory do you have at 

the beginning of this month?   

Simply add your Ending Inventory to Expected Sales. Subtract from 

that the inventory you started with and you know exactly how much 

product to bring in, how much you are “open to buy”.   

(Note: your OTB is at retail. You might have to do one more calcula�on 

– divide that number by your profit margin – to get your OTB at cost.) 

Now for the hard part… Project this out for a whole year. 

Here is what your projec�ons might look like... 
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Remember that Expected Sales is a guess�mate. Ending Inventory is 

also a number you create based on what you think would give you 

enough goods to support next month’s sales. 

The trick to this formula is that it is a living, breathing document that 

needs constant upda�ng. If sales don’t match expecta�ons, you may 

need to adjust up or down.   

Also, if what you ordered doesn’t come in, or you had to order more 

to make the minimums, then you need to adjust the following month. 

(And that’s assuming that you can order on July 1
st

 and get it before July 

31
st

.  And it is also assuming that your payment terms are the same for 

every company, and that backorders never happen, and that what 

you’re ordering is what you need right away, and that sales are always 

dead-on to your projec�ons, and that your math is accurate and  

updated regularly, and that… ) 

...well, you get the idea. 

If you have someone dedicated to the 

math, to tracking down every order,  

making sure all backorders are counted  

in the calcula�ons, to overseeing every  

purchase from every vendor to be sure it 

fits into your OTB, then you may want to 

consider such a system. 

The hard part of OTB’s is how easily they can blow up.  

One big backorder and suddenly you don’t have the product you need 

to make sales.  Or one offer too good to pass up and you aren’t open 

to buy that special order a customer requested. And how do you track 

those December Da�ng orders? 

Although you should be tracking Sales, Receiving & 

Inventory, strictly following an OTB will drive 

most people crazy. And you probably don’t have 

�me or inclina�on to put in the effort it requires. 

It only takes one screwed up order to blow up  
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In the preceding table you receive all 16 pieces on Jan 1
st

, pay for 

them on Jan 30
th

.  Therefore, $920 (cost of goods plus freight) goes 

into the Bought column for January. 

The second column shows your sales. One sale per month un�l  

November & December. 

The third column shows your cash flow – how much went out 

(Bought), how much came in (Sold). 

The fourth column shows your end of month inventory at cost (for 

calcula�ng Turn Ra�os and GMROI).  The bo�om line is totals and  

averages where necessary. 

No�ce that by buying all 16 pieces at the beginning of the year, you 

have nega�ve cash flow all the way up un�l October. Ins�nc�vely it 

would make more sense to buy a few now, and a few later, right? 

Of course it would! 

Here are the key numbers of this model… 

1 Order (Net 30 + Freight) 

Ave Inv (at cost) $454.17 

Monthly Cash Flow ($228.33) 

Turn RaNo   1.8 

 

Buying all 16 pieces at once, paying the freight, and paying in 30 days 

gives you an average monthly cash flow that is over $200 in the red! 

With a model like this, you’ll have to borrow money to pay your bills 

with the interest ea�ng into all your profit and making your cash flow 

even worse. Plus, you won’t get to a posi�ve cash flow un�l October 

at the earliest. 

Don’t try it! It doesn’t work! 

(Note: with some vendors, especially small vendors with limited items, you 

might only sell in a year the minimum needed to place an order. If you have 

enough lines that will provide posi�ve cash flow, you can do this with one or 
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your OTB. Ask yourself…  How many screwed up orders did you have 

last month alone? 

 

W���� D��� !�� M���% G�? 

To be�er understand how inventory affects cash flow, it is best to 

model it.  

Here is a simple model that fits the toy industry and most 4th quarter 

driven retailers… 

You buy 16 pieces of an item at $50 each (plus 15% freight)  You sell 

one each month for $100 each, plus two in November and four in  

December. 

For the year you buy and sell 16 items. Your cost ($920), sales 

($1600), and profit ($780) are all fixed. 

But how and when you buy has a huge impact on cash flow. The  

following diagram spells it out.   
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See how you now have posi�ve cash flow in eight out of twelve 

months? 

Following is a chart showing your average cash flow and turn ra�o  

(16 items bought for $50, sold for $100) made for a variety of terms, 

orders and freight.   

two smaller lines. But try to keep it to as few lines as possible.) 

What if instead you bought 8 pieces in January and 8 pieces in July? 

The math would look like this … 

 

2 Orders (Net 30 + Freight) 

Ave Inv (at cost) $254.17 

Monthly Cash Flow $    1.67 

Turn RaNo   3.1 

Your average inventory drops by $200! Your monthly cash flow  

becomes posi�ve, and your turn ra�o almost doubles—just by placing 

two orders instead of one. 

S�ll, with only an average of $1.67 of available cash per month, it’s 

hard to pay your other bills. You’ll s�ll have nega�ve cash flow for 7 

out of 12 months and be borrowing to make payments. 

Can you make 3 orders per year? Here is what the table looks like with 

3 orders.   
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Two dis�nct trends appear.   

First, look at all the orders at the bo�om, the ones where you  

don’t have any cash. They are almost all situa�ons where you buy 

everything for the year up front – one order per year! 

Second, look at the best cash flow models. They all seem to be based 

on 3 orders per year! If you can place at least three orders per year, 

per vendor, you’ll see your cash flow start to improve. 

The one anomaly in the chart is that friend of every retailer—

December DaNng. For cash flow, it is the best. Get the product in now 

and start making money long before you have to pay for it. 

December Da�ng, while the absolute best for your cash flow, is  

virtually impossible to calculate for OTB and Turn Ra�os. That is why 

those methods are flawed at best for determining inventory levels. 

The other drawback to December Da�ng is an impulse to over-buy 

and take risks on products you might not try otherwise. This can be 

good if you pick winners, not so good if you pick losers because it 

gives you less flexibility to change your product mix to match what 

customers are buying.  December Da�ng is best when you are buying 

tried-and-true products with a solid track record of sales. 

 

M�$��	 O"! !�� D�	� 

When you do pick losers, you need to get rid of 

your slow movers, the dogs that just didn’t 

hunt. Otherwise they are like wads of cash 

siCng on your shelves that you can’t touch. 

There many ways for geCng rid of unwanted inventory.   

Here is how I did it. 

In May/June we would iden�fy the dogs, stuff we didn’t sell through 

at Christmas, discon�nued items, or stuff bought in Jan-March that 

hasn’t sold by Mother’s Day.   

We would pull the items from the shelf, mark them half-off (or close… 

$14.99 becomes $7.99 etc) with red sales tags. 

Then, on the 3
rd

 Thursday of July we would hold our annual Summer 

Fun Sale.  Wednesday night we would fill tables throughout the store 

with all the sale stuff, and Thursday we sell it all cash-and-carry – no 

layaway or giRwrapping. 

It was usually one of the busiest days of our year. By only having one 

sale, however, we didn’t train our customers to wait for the next 

round of markdowns like the department stores have done. 

Of course, there are other methods such as incremental markdowns 

or having a clearance rack in the 

back of the store. Both of these 

train customers to wait for either a 

bigger discount or the item to make 

it to clearance. You want to turn 

your dogs into cash and stock your 

shelf with winners.  

Make those dogs bark and get them out of here. 

 

Phil’s Inventory Do’s & Don’ts 

D� M���"��, M���"��, M���"�� 

You can’t manage what you don’t measure. 
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Track your:  

 Gross Sales 

 Profit Margin 

 Average Inventory (at cost and retail).   

Calculate your: 

 GMROI  

 Inventory Turn RaNos. 

Compare your numbers to your previous year, your expecta�ons and 

industry standards. See where you differ and figure out why.   

You will find that these simple tools will help you recognize problems 

faster and also help you see where to put your focus.   

 

D� I�.����� Y�"� GMROI 

Pick one of the three factors (Sales, Margin, Inventory) 

for every category or vendor to be your primary focus 

and see what you can do to improve that number. 

Selling all your dogs at cost won’t affect the top numbers 

but will have a huge effect on the bo�om number. 

Increasing prices grows your profit margin without     

affec�ng average inventory at cost. 

Some�mes, however, selling more at a reduced cost can help if it  

increases your Gross Profit Dollars. 

If you sell 24 items making $5 per item, your Gross Profit is $120.  If 

you sell 16 of the same item making $7 per item, your Gross Profit is 

$112. 

The key is to find that sweet spot in the price that maximizes Gross 

Profit Dollars. 

 

D� A�T 2�� EU!��V�V D�!��	 

Extended da�ng helps increase cash flow.   

Ask your vendors if they can extend you an extra  

30 days, especially if making a huge commitment to 

their company. Or see if you can pay with a credit  

card when your net 30 terms come up, thus geCng 

extra �me to pay the bill. It doesn’t hurt to ask.  

Plus, companies are more willing to give you an extra 

30-days than to give discounts because those  

discounts come off their bo�om line. 

But be absolutely sure to pay your bills on �me! 

If you have cash on hand, ask for other terms like free freight or  

discounts for early pay. Free freight and discounts, while helping cash 

flow, can help your bo�om line, too. But extended da�ng is usually 

easier to get. 

 

D��’! R"� O"! �2 !�� M"�!-H�$�� 

You have to have your best sellers in stock. No 

ma�er what!   

Retail stores are built on winners. We can’t sell 

what we don’t have and we certainly don’t want  

to be out of whatever customers are coming in 

expec�ng us to have. 

Iden�fy the best sellers in each category and make a concentrated 

effort to always have those items in stock.  Then, when customers 

come in asking for them, you’ll be able to say, “Yes, we have that in 

stock!” 

If you’re constantly saying, “No, we’re 

sold out,” pre�y soon they’ll stop  

asking. 
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Having the hot items can help you overcome less than stellar stock 

levels of everything else, because the  percep�on of the customer is 

that you have what they need.  And we all know that percep�on is 

reality. 

 

D��’! O"!-B"% Y�"� T���� 

As much as you want your store to  

always be stocked to the gills, you have 

to manage your cash flow.   

The easiest way to do that is to not  

out-buy your terms. If you have net 30 

terms, don’t buy more than 30-45 days 

worth of product. (You can extend that 

to 60 days if you have other sources of 

revenue or lines that turn even faster.) If you have net 90, buy 90-135 

days worth of product. 

That isn’t always possible. Some�mes the minimum order or case 

pack is greater than the terms. 

But if you make it your goal to not out-buy your terms, you’ll rarely 

ever find yourself overloaded with merchandise in a product-rich, 

cash-poor situa�on. 

 

D��’! B"% A�%!���	 Y�" D��’! W��! 

You are not the land of misfit toys. You don’t have to 

sell anything you don’t want to sell.   

Your sales reps will pressure you in many ways to try 

new products.  They may suggest you pad an order 

with something you don’t want just to earn an extra 

discount or some other break. 

But do the math on that. If you need $200 worth of 

goods to reach $2000 to get an extra 3% discount, you’ll save $60 on 

the order. But if you have to mark those unwanted goods down, it will 

cost you $100. Not good math. 

The only �me I will stretch an order is if the discount is too good to 

pass up (free freight on heavy, bulky items or an extra 60 or 90 days to 

pay more than usual) or if the vendor is offering markdown money if 

the new stuff doesn’t move. 

 

S����T�	� 

Part of managing your inventory is 

measuring and  controlling Shrinkage, 

those dollars (and product) that  

disappear mysteriously never to be 

seen again. 

According to the Na�onal Retail Federa�on, shrinkage is around 1.5% 

of sales. For some businesses it is much higher. Clothing stores can be 

as high as 4-5%. 

To understand how to combat shrinkage you have to know first from 

where it comes.  
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Surprisingly, the largest cause of shrinkage is not shopliRers. It is your 

own staff. Either they steal it out the back door in their pocket or out 

the front door through discounts for their friends. 

ShopliRers account for a third of the shrinkage.  Accoun�ng/Receiving 

Errors make up most of the rest. 

 

S!�� E���%�� S����T�	� 

Employee theR starts with you.   

Did you do a thorough job checking out this 

employee before you hired her? Did you look 

at court records? (they’re online and free)  

Did you call and check references? Did you 

verify employment? 

Did you train her properly? Does she know all 

the procedures inside and out so that you 

know it isn’t error? 

Do you treat her well? Disgruntled employees are more willing to 

steal than happy employees. 

Do you model proper behavior or are you taking stuff from the shelf, 

too? 

Do you supervise what she does? Having one 

person on the staff in whom you can fully trust 

that everyone knows will be watching them can 

be a deterrent. 

Do you have systems of checks and balances? 

Who counts the drawers? Who verifies the cash 

to the register receipts? 

Do you have video cameras? 

All of these are ways to reduce employee theR.   

The key is to hire honest, ethical people in the first place and then 

treat them with respect. 

 

S!�� S����2!��� 

The biggest single way to deter outside 

shopliRing in your store is to greet  

everyone who enters through the doors 

with a big wide smile and a friendly  

eye-to-eye look. 

ShopliRers want anonymity. The key to 

their success is being able to slip in and out without being seen or    

recognized. 

There is a reason Wal-Mart makes a prac�ce of hiring people to stand 

at the front door and say, “Hi,” to  everyone who enters. They know it 

helps stop some shopliRers right in their tracks. 

(BTW, Wal-Mart’s shrinkage is around 0.7% - less than half the  

na�onal average!) 

 

S�	�! L���� 

Another method for reducing  

shopliRing is in how you design 

your store. 

Are there hidden areas where a 

shopliRer can hide while taking an 

item out of its packaging? Are there places a shopliRer can go and not 

be seen by the staff? 

Alongside anonymity, shopliZers need invisibility. 

Tall shelving units and displays that are filled with small, easily hidden, 

high-�cket items like DVD’s are a shopliRer’s ul�mate dream. 
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No ma�er what, put your valuables in plain sight of the cash-wrap 

area. 

 

C���� !�� M��! ��V L��$� !�� C��!� 

Get your employees out of the castle 

known as the cash-wrap (a nod to Bob 

Phibbs, the Retail Doc for this concept).  

Get your staff out on the floor where 

they can greet and help your customers.   

You eliminate both anonymity and  

invisibility when your staff float around 

the store.  

Be�er yet, put them in uniforms and your presence on the floor  

becomes even more apparent and more of a deterrent. 

 

S!�� AV�����!��!�$� E����� 

Check, double check, triple check. 

Match up every single invoice to what you actually received.   

Document any discrepancies and contact the vendor  

immediately. 

Don’t assume that the packing list,  

invoice, and contents of the box are  

the same.  Count it and count it  

again. 

Verify that the price in your computer  

matches the price on your tags.   

Yes it takes �me to do all that checking, but �me is money. You get 

out what you put in. 

 

C��� F�B C���.�� 

Some�mes you have to make a choice. Do you go aRer profits or do 

you go aRer be�er cash flow? 

Selling more products at a discount helps cash flow. Selling fewer 

products at a higher margin helps profit. 

Big promo�ons help cash flow but hurt profit. 

GeCng a high turn ra�o with extended da�ng helps cash flow.  

GeCng a big discount and free freight for out-buying your terms (or 

paying early) helps profit. 

But the bo[om line is this…   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When you measure your GMROI & Turn RaNos, and look at making 

smaller, more frequent orders, cash flow will improve.   

With good cash flow, you can improve your marke�ng and other 

measures to drive in traffic and increase your profits. 

It all starts with Managing your Inventory.   

Remember… 
 

Cash is King and You  

are the Advisor! 
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